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Since the anchored fishing boat is an Obstruction, Rule 20.1 Hailing and Responding applies.  Rule 20.1 

says:

When approaching an obstruction, a boat sailing close-hauled or above may hail for room to tack and avoid 

another boat on the same tack. After a boat hails,

(a) she shall give the hailed boat time to respond;

(b) the hailed boat shall respond either by tacking as soon as possible, or by immediately replying 'You tack' 

and then giving the hailing boat room to tack and avoid her; and

(c) when the hailed boat responds, the hailing boat shall tack as soon as possible.

Since 20.1 applies, Green does not break a rule when she hails for room to tack.
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Since the anchored race committee boat is a mark that Red is fetching, Green cannot hail for room 

to tack without breaking Rule 20.3.  Rule 20.3 "When Not to Hail" says, "A boat shall not hail 

unless safety requires her to make a substantial course change to avoid the obstruction. Also, she 

shall not hail if the obstruction is a mark that the hailed boat is fetching.“

Note that Green is leeward, which makes her the right of way boat; therefore, she can attempt to 

get out of this predicament by shooting head-to-wind to finish, clear the finish line and finish marks. 

But if she doesn't make it and ends up hitting the committee boat, she breaks Rule 31. To see 

some different ways this can play-out, review animated Quiz 20.
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This scenario often fools a lot of sailors. Green is in the Zone, Red is not, therefore they conclude 

that Red is not entitled to room. BUT, look at the first sentence of Clear ahead, Clear Astern; 

Overlap. "One boat is clear astern of another when her hull and equipment in normal position are 

behind a line abeam from the after most point of the other boat's hull and equipment in normal 

position." Lay your pencil or a straight edge across Green's transom so that it is perpendicular to 

her centerline. Red is clearly overlapped and has likely been that way for a while. Also, any boat to 

the left (leeward) of Red is probably overlapped with Green also no matter how far away they are. 

The fact that Red is overlapped with Green and entitled to Mark-Room does not mean that she will 

get to the mark in time to take advantage of her position but that is not what the question asked.
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Rule 19.2 (b) says, "When boats are overlapped, the outside boat shall give the inside boat room 

between her and the obstruction..." The RC boat is certainly an obstruction so Rule 19 applies. 

A lot of people would interpret this as a barging situation, but the preamble to Section C states that 

the Section C rules do not apply"... from the time boats are approaching (the RC Boat) to start." With 

three minutes to go before the start, Red and Green are obviously not making their final approach to 

start so the Section C rules do apply here.
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The only question here is what tack is Green on in Position B. Remember that a boat is 

always on a tack. See the definitions of Tack, Starboard or Port and Leeward and Windward.

Green was on port tack when she started to luff and she remains on port tack until she 

passes head to wind. Another way to think about this is to ask what tack would Green be on 

if she luffed head to wind (Position B) and then bore off again on port tack. The answer is 

that she never left port tack.
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The are two key elements to this answer. 

The first key element is that at the starting signal both boats have a proper course. The second key element is to determine how the 

overlap was established. 

For instance, if Green established the overlap by sailing up from astern and to leeward of Red, once the starting signal sounds,

Rule 17 states that she cannot sail above her proper course. Given that the course to the mark is at right angles to the starting line, 

Green's proper course would certainly allow room enough for Red to bear off and start the race.

On the other hand, if the overlap was established by Red sailing up from astern and over the top of Green, Rule 17 does not apply 

and Green would have no obligation to bear off and sail her proper course. She could continue sailing right at the RC boat and 

prevent Red from starting. Even though the RC boat is a mark, the rules of Section C do not apply because it is a starting mark 

surrounded by navigable water (see the Preamble to Section C).
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Let’s take a short break




